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1. In the superspaoe approach the role of a 

variable is plqed naturally by Majora.na. spinors 
real Grassmann 

(1) 

eo( = ( ~t) 8 = c lt, 
where Oat. ' e:t. are conjugated two-component Weyl spinors and c 
is the charge conjugation matrix. Straightforwardl1, in extended 

N-aupersymmetries there appear N Grassman-Majorana variables 

si.multaneously. Even the simplest superfield '1J(Y.,,&1,e2, , .. ,e") 
contains a huge number, 2 lfN, of field components. 

The aim of the present note is to introdUce a notion of 

Grassmann analyticity and to show with a simple example, how it 

helps to .re4uce the number of Majorana spinor variabl.es. The 

Cauchy-Riemann analyticity condition 

~f(J<.,Yl=i(~)( +L~!:l)f(x,':l) ~o 
has the following extension to the Grassmann case 

( '""() ~7) 
'JJ<A +i:JJo( C[>('f-,e,q)=O) 

(2) 

where !V! ( ~J.) is the covariant spinor derivative with respect 

to the Grassnann variable () ( J?.) • This condition says that 

supEi:rfield cp is "independent" of the variable e- ''l and it 

permits us. to pass to an 'N•l superfield V(Y.. 1 (}) depending only on 

one Majorana variable. Note that in the two-dimensionai case a 

condition of the fonn (2) was used already in the super symmetric 

string theor.r Ill • Further, aLready in the N=l supersymmetry the 

chirality can be also interpreted as the anal7ticity. Indeed, the 

chirality oondition 

means that 1/J ( x, e) 
being independent of 

of the condition (J) 

(J) 

is dependent only on the left 'Weyl spino:r 8"' 
the conjugated right spinor e ~ . The solution 

is known to have the form (see, e.g., ref./ 2/) 



The solution of the analyticity condition (2) will be given below and Wi11 be used for reducing a superfield With two Majorana variables to the one depending only·on one Majorana variable. 

2. Now we proceed to our aim. The Grassmann analyticity was prompted by the known faot that the complexified N=l on-shell supermultiplets are also representation of the N=2 supersymmetry with ce~tral charge ( see /J/ and references therein). This statement turned out to be correct also for off-shell superfields. Indeed, consider an appropriate decomposition of the complex superfield 

(5) 

This decomposition contains the complex vector aDd scalar fields Va (X) , M (><) , S (X) f?.rming 0(2) singlet, the traceless complex symmetric 0(2) tensor P 'J(x) and the 0(2) doublet of 
Dirac spinors 'f''Cx) • The action for vex 19) 

= (6a) 

: j dyx t- J F.~ <•J F ·~xJ + l'rl V."w V~xJ t 'd.M~•l'o"M<x>- ..,~ M~'-lM 0<lt 

(6b ) 

is invariant under 0(2) supersymmetry transformations 
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. . . . . b . 

64'·~Lp•Jc:J +(-mM+~S"ai."{5F .. )E.'+ 

+ t:'k (-i.m-o,S + ma"6's Vq -1M)£>< 

d"M: -•c.'i-£:'1\'~) ,JS=I'~>\ji"-t•t[k 0,~'f'e 

S pLJ ~ -£"(~\jlj.+mljlE}<)+ ~olJ[t(1o/e+mfKEtK) +

+ ( L4->j). 

(7) 

In these formulae I=" ab ; do vb- 'dcVa. I E. ~ 2 = - c 21 
= 1. ' 1 = 'd"a" 

and the internal symmetry indices are deliberately written down on 

the same level to stress that we deal here just with 0(2) (leaving 

aside SU(2) at a moment). The parameters of the standard and 

second supers;rmmetries are E 1 and [l. , respectively. In the 

superfield fonn these transformations are written down as 

with generators 
(Sa) 

having commutation relations 
(9 ) 

It is important that in our 0(2) superalgebra there is the central 

charge 2? proportional to the mass parameter 

z V= mV ) 2 v* =- m V"'. (10) 
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Like the el.ectric charge, operator l takes opposite values for particl.es and antipart1ol.es. Presence of the term with three spinor dertvatives in Eq·. (Sb) is somewhat surprising. Now we shall show that these transformations arise quite naturally. 
J. To this end, we oonsider a complex superfiel.d <:p (X 1 f) 1 '/) that satisfies the Cauchy-Riemann condition (2), i.e. ,cp is analytic, Its supersymmetry generators are naturally defined by 

(11) 

and obey the commutation relations (9), The central-oharge generator Z acts on tp 1 <p* as in Eq-ns (10) with the change of V by <p. Then spinor derivatives in the condition (2) are: 

The Cauchy-Riemann oondi tion can be solved (analogously to (4) ) and 

<p (x, e, ?) == {m'i'l ~ (xQ- 9'lQ? , e +t~) = 

= {mii'7 {&'he. <ij~9 lf(x,o). 

(lJa) 

(lJb) 

It appears that the superfield V (X,O) considered above is expressed in te:rms of lf ex, a) as follows: 

Then transformations 

'S q> (X, B, ?) ==- i E 1 ~t <p U,B, ?) 
correspond just to the transformations (8) for v (J< I e). (8) can be rewritten as 
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(H) 

(15) 

The action 



S :o. t2 ~ixa~&dq~ <p'c~,11,7l q>(x,&-,~) : (16a) 

( ~ [ ~~l J 
~ ~ .) J1x J<e r (X,&) 0+- + ~ ~.:ll + w.Z. lj'(X

1
&) = 

8 (16b) 

= ~ ~ d'x JYe V*(x,e)[ 0+~:'\W>a]v(Y-1 !1) 

Equation (16a) for the Lagrangian density demonstrates once more 

the analogy with the usual N~ ohiral case 121 • 

4. The representation (lJa) suggests the presence of "analyti

cal basis• and •ant1analyt1oal basis" 

:.<"'-eo"'~ 

x"'-r9r"'~ 

(17a) 

(17b) 

in form similar to the left and right bases in N=l case/4/ and 

turning into the latter for f(."""' Q59 ( with an appropriate change of 

the scale of )( due to differentiation in (2) ) • Reall.;r, (17a) and 

(17b) form invariant superspaces of the N=2 supersymmetry. A hope 

arises to obtain a purely geometrical formulation of the N=2 super

gravity without constraints analogous to that propo~ed 1r/4/ for the 

N=l case. To this end, one has, ~ the first place, to extend 

0(2) to SU(2) and to study the analytical. properties of some 

superm.ultipleta considered in / 5/ .In the case of higher supers,Dmet

ries one oan think of a deep internal relation With hypercomplex 

numbers 161 • We have checked that the hypercomplex coordinates 

X'"= 'f.,""+ dJ~'"~kek -~ 7k '(""1efKefef' J 

( e. K e t ~ - 'il "e + f,. e p e, ) (18) 

form ill'\"'ariant spaces of the N=4 super symmetry ( e K are quater

n1on imaginary uni.ta) and of N.S aupers11DJiletry ( e +<. are ootonion 

imaginary units). These problems w111 be discussed in our further 

publications. 
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